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to purify consciousness from egoism, fust as a man cannot
stand upon his own shoulders, the ego cannot annihilate
itself. It feeds upon everything it does and grows through
its actions and achievements. Complete self-surrender is
the only way to oust the ego from consciousness. The
Master alone can^ by using the various circumstances of
life, lift from the mind of the aspirant the woeful burden of
egoism. The aspirant cannot independently shake it off
even if he wants to.
With the help of the Master the aspirant can not only
eliminate egoism' but also develop divine qualities. The
spirit of love and selfless service, which Meher Baba awakens,.
is due to his divine intervention and the supreme insighty
which he has in the working of the human mind. The
impersonal path of seeking the abstract Truth, or the un-
manifest, is bound to be mainly intellectual and, therefore,,
does not provide sufficiently for the development of the
heart or the perfection of activity. The Path of the Master,
however', is rich wth potentialities for the expression of
love and action. And, further, the aspirant can always
depend upon the knowledge, love and power of the Master,.
who sees him safely through the pitfalls and the dangers
of the Path.
In spiritual life, teaching can in no way be an adequate
substitute for the Teaclier. Teaching has undoubtedly an
important function in spiritual life; but it cannot give the
same inspiration as personal contact with the Master. A
man can construct his ideal out of what he has read in the
books; but it can hardly affect his life seriously. And even
when the ideal is born of his own speculation, it is bound
to be deficient owing to the limitations of his experience.
Further, though the ideal may seem to him as being reason-
able, it still comes to him' as a mere possibility, and there-
fore, remains ineffective. It may appeal to him as desirable,.
but he continues to doubt its actual practicability in life.

